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I EDITORIAL

ONE OF THE BEST MARXIST
LEHINIST-STALINIST BOLSHEVIK
NEWSPAPERS IS DIALOG'-
PUBLISHED IN THE CZECH

! REPUBLIC
!

This publication is very J
analytical, informative, topical 1

i and covers the rising class ‘
struggles that are being waged I
not only in the Czech Republic, !
but all over former Socialist
Countries and all over this planet
of ours.

They point out the real
dangers of revisionism, pseudo
communism, euro-communism
and opportunism, and expose in
a Marxist way this danger - they
show the correct way forward
and they do not mince words as

1 did Lenin and Stalin.
If there surely is to be soon a

newspaper that would become j
the guiding light for the near
future Communist International -
it should be DIALOG!

We greet you dear comrades
with your noble effort, your
constant dedication and for
never departing from Marxism-
Leninism-Stalinism!

YURI GAGARIN-THE
FIRST MAN IN SPACE

April 12, 1961, is a date that will
be remembered in the history of
science and human endeavor along
with one of the most memorable
achievements of all time.

The horizons that opened up in
physics, chemistry, biology and
other sciences are incalculable.

The reception in Moscow was
overwhelming and the Soviet people
were very proud of the
achievements by Soviet science and-
Socialism.

Below is the autographed book
with Yuri's signature on it that he
presented to Michael Lucas at a
reception in Moscow, dedicated to
the Canada-USSR Association.

Valentina Tereshkova, the First
I Women Cosmonaut - spoke about
I this when she was a guest at a i
I reception at the Canada-USSR

Association Friendship House in j
Toronto. Valentina Tereshkova was
the Chairperson of the Soviet
Society for Friendship with Foreign
Countries during 1970's.

APPEAL TO READERS FOR HELP IN
ORDER TO CONTINUE PUBLISHING
NORHSTAR COMPASS!

I

Dear friends, dear comrades and ;
dedicated readers of NSC-

It is hardly ever that I have to I
appeal to all of you to help NSC to ’■
continue being published, as we
have been doing for over 20 years -
first as “Focus on Friendship" and j
now as ' Northstar Compass.

But the present financial situation !
is such that I MUST appeal to each ’
one of you to give us financial 1
support to the best of your ability - j
not only for the English Edition -
which basically is the flagship for I
the other Editions, but also to help 1
the French, Russian and Spanish ;
Editions. Our comrades in Nepal •
are able to publish regularly the
Nepalese Edition without our help. ;

Our benefactor (SCRC) who ■
helped us for 20 years are not able

I to do so at this time due to their •
cost of renovating the Friendship i
House (where we’re staying rent-

' free) that was built in 1860!
In order for us to keep on doing ;

■ our friendship work and show
I support to the Soviet people by i

publishing the truth of their daily
! struggles for the rebirth of
i Socialism and of the USSR - we .
i MUST GET YOUR GENEROUS
; SUPPORTl j j

Comradely yours /
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|| NEWS FROM FORMER USSR

RUSSIA MUST BE READY TO '
COUNTER ANY MILITARY
THREAT FROM THE WEST

'• Interfax-Military- March 20, 2013

The Cold War rudiments are still ,
there, both in their organization, ’
such as NATO -EU, or their |
propaganda, such as their '
Russophobia - this has not '

• disappeared - stated Deputy Prime i
t Minister Dmitry Rozogin.

Western civilization is a condition I
i exhausting resources and they are I
i not going to give up the level of its ’
i consumption which they have J
i become used to for a long time. This I

means they are going to struggle by
all means for access to the world’s
resources, before their situation

I becomes more severe!
• Meanwhile new capitalist giants
i are immerging unto the world arena.
i The 21 * Century will not be just a
I promenade on the Avenue.”

i STATEMENT BY THE AUCPB ON
i THE SITUATION IN KOREA
i March 22, 2013

We have repeatedly stated that
• the AUCPB supported and will
I support the leadership Sonsung
i policy of the DPRK. We fully
: support their nuclear test and launch

of an artificial satellite by their
! domestic carrier rocket, suggesting

the establishment of a reliable
’ DPRK nuclear shield, which in the
j current circumstances, is the real
j way to protect the country from
' foreign aggression.

However, we do not support the
' statement made about the
. possibility of the DPRK launching a

pre-emptive nuclear strike against
■ its enemies, as this pus the socialist

■ country on par with the imperialist
aggressor -the United States, the
instigator of a Third World nuclear

: war.
The apparent military gains from

, this will inevitably turn to a political
. defeat on either of the sides who

dared to deliver a pre-emptive 

nuclear strike On the Korean I
Peninsula today in opposing each i
other - the DPRK-USA - what is at
stake not only the life of DPRK
citizens, but also those of
neighboring countries, and the end -
of the whole humanity. !

EX-SGVIET IMMIGRANTS
ARE CHANGING ISRAEL
Associated Press Feb. 12, 2013

In most parts of Israel now it is
hard to find a single Hebrew sign in
Sea of Cyrillic signs. Shopkeepers
address customers in Russian,
groceries are stocked with non-
kosher pork, red caviar and rows of
Vodka bottles and chess playing is
seen all over the street cafes.

After the dismemberment of the
USSR over 20 years ago, more than
1,000,000 former Soviet citizens
with Jewish roots decided to
immigrate to Israel. By virtue of their
sheer numbers in a country that has
less than Eight Million people, these
Soviet immigrants have the tenacity
and cling faithfully to theirs ■ thus
these Soviet immigrant Jews have
now transformed Israel.

Today these Russian-speaking
well-schooled immigrants wield an
outsized influence in every corner of

! Israel society, from academia and
i technology to military and political

life.
Every fourth employee of Israel’s

flourishing high-tech industry is a
Russia-speaking immigrant, as is
ever other engineer in Israel. More
than a quarter of all Olympic
Coaches in Israel are Russian
trained and Russian speaking

■ coaches.
Regarding the artistic talented

immigrants are janitors, crane
operators, or production line
workers. Artistic talents like in
former USSR are not at th.e .top of

i getting jobs list, culture takes last
• place after military production.

But friction is under the surface
; for- now. Most of these Soviet
■ immigrants have very tenuous
■ Jewish lineage. The majority or

Israel Jews accuse the Russian I
immigrants of bringing in prostitution I
and not having any love for
Zionism.

“Soviet immigrants, even after all
these years never connected to j
Israel society. They feel and will j
always feel that they were j
connected to one of the most
glorious countries in the world - the
USSR" said Roman Bronfman, a n
Israel lawyer who was born in
Ukraine.

RUSSIA DEMANDS U.S.
PROTECTION FOR ADOPTED
RUSSIAN CHILDREN
Prensa Latina

The Russian Duma (Lower
House) showed great concern due
to deaths of domestic violence of
some Russian adopted children,
like the death of a little Russian boy,
Maxim Kuzmin in a Texas city.

Maxim 3 years old and Kiril his 2
year old brother, were adopted in
late 2012 from the orphanage in
Pskov. The deaths were not
accidental and now there is a police
investigation going on.

The Russian Government
enacted the "Dima Yakovlev" law
in December of 2012, which bans
the adoption of Russian children by
US citizens.

TWO JAILED TRADE UNION
LEADERS FREED

The International Union of Food
Workers in Ivory Coast said that
Basile Mahan Gahe, General
Secretary of the National Trade
Union Centre was freed from Prison
and has returned to his trade union
duties.

Meanwhile the Trade Union
Federation (ITUC) reported the
release of the jailed Russian trade
union leader Valentin Urusov. He
was arrested for organizing a
protest rally at testate-owned Alrosa
diamond mine, and sentenced to six
years in a penal colony.

Both trade union leaders thanked
the local and international solidarity
support that gained them their
freedom.
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OPEN UTTER TO PRESIDENT BARAK OBAMA
Dear Mr.Obama,

Nearly one month after your election, your nation endured one of the most tragic schooishootings
to date. On December 14, 2012 20 children and six adult workers were shot to death at the
Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut. The whole world saw you, barely
holding back tears. You made a statement and promised Americans “to take specific measures in order 1
prevent another such tragedy.” You received condolences from Presidents of many countries, even from Iran

But neither Europe, nor you have shed a tear on 81 people killed and ovei 160 wounded in Aleppo, as the
result of bloody provocation of foreign sponsored terrorists, Students at the Aleppo University were attacked
during the first day of their exams. Not only were students killed, but also refuges who had found shelter
within the walls on this University.

Mr. President, do you know that during the military conflict in Syria, over 2,500 children were killed?
Do you also know that these wild terrorist rip open the stomachs of pregnant women and play football with the
embryos?

There is no excuse for another ruthless bloody provocation by these terrorists! Stop the
violence in Syria! Leave President Assad alone! The people of Syria will decide their own fate. Any foreign
intervention from outside will have unpredictable consequences, not only for this region, but for
America as well!

Yours truly, Galina Savchenko-Kiev- Ukraine 15-o1-2013

£■■■ TATIANA YAKOVLEVA

In 1987 the external debt of the
US rose to $146 Billions. On
October 19 1987. Wall Street 

crashed. Only a miracle could save i
the US in their dire straits and a .
miracle took place - and its savior i
was none other than Mr.
Gorbachev. Gorbachev saved the i
US economic crash by ruining that
of the USSR!

I

Here’s how it was done:

In January of 198, the restrictions
and control on foreign trade were
repealed. These restrictions in the
USSR protected the domestic
market of the Soviet Union. Without
these restrictions which protected
the domestic market and its low
prices for food and essential
consumer goods - in comparison



with the foreign markets - could not
maintain itself for very long

Then all of a sudden USSR
companies and individuals were
authorized to export foodstuff raw
materials electronic equipment,
energv chemical products and just
about anything else!

It as if a powerful earthquake had
Swept ail over the vast Soviet

Union. It sucked overseas all
products of value - groceries and
manufactured goods disappeared
from the shelves

The pillage of Soviet gold reserves
On July 21 1989 new approved

regulations on the export of gold
and ail precious metals were
approved by the Government of
Gorbachev The work of the existing
Soviet Customs for the last 70years
was instantly wiped out.

Gold reserves m quantities up to
then unheard of, was thrown onto

' the internal speculative market - and
then shipped overseas The
newspaper Moscow Komsomol"
described this jewelry trade in this

, way: A qlitterinq picture of
i unrestrained specula, the sales
; quotas of the State Treasury
! (Gokhran) for jewelry was thus
• ahocated over and over. The State
' Treasury was overrun with mail
I requests for new supplies of gold
■ and precious stones," Even some
I newspapers like ’ Izvestia' , “Soviet
I Culture’ called outright for removal
i of ail restrictions against the export
I of gold.

This got worse and worse
The same year there were

. exports overseas by private crooks-
' speculators and dummy companies
! and individual of over 500,000 color
■ television sets, 200,000 washing
■ machines, refrigerators, 1,400 fans

etc. etc. etc, - and this was only
from the Moscow region!
All of this rampant stealing of Soviet
produced goods for private gain.
This left the shops and stores with

i empty shelves. Even toothpaste
was gone the tune of over
$60,000,000 and it just disappeared.

By the late 80s and 90s practically
. everything had disappeared from
■ the store shelves, refrigerators,
‘ television sets and most other
! Soviet manufactured products.
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Meanwhile Gorbachev s state media
daily reported how the Soviet people

are living well and have all of the
goods that they never had or saw
on the store shelves.

These boring insects, traitors and

exporters of Soviet made goods
eroded the once powerful ship that
was the Soviet Economy, the
USSR, the Socialism and reduced ::
to dust.

In 1991 the Soviet Union
collapsed.

THE PEOPLE OF SOCHI ARE PROTESTING PEOPLE OF SOCHI
PROTEST
AGAINST THE
DESTRUCTION OF
NATURE HABITAT
NO DISCUSSION
WITH PEOPLE OF
SOCHI AND MANY
PROBLEMS OF
THE WINTER
OLYMPICS IN
SOCHI IN 2014.
Appeal by people
of Sochi to protest
the disregard as
to the environment
of Sochi, the
robbery on the
construction site
and disregard for
people of Sochi.
There are
constant protests
by people living in

i Sochi.

Umanovska Z.

RUSSIA DENOUNCES THE USE
OF ADOPTED RUSSIAN
CHILDREN’S ORGANS
Com-news@).vahooqroups. com
Moscow, April 1, 2013

The Russian Foreign Ministry said
that it has information of the use of
organs from these Russian children
who died in America after being
adopted. These deaths are still not
clarified by the US justice system. 

There is no way to clarify the
number of deaths of these adopted
children because the US
Government does not collect any
statistics.

Under Socialism in the USSR,
children were taken care of by the
State and were not shipped off or
sold to other countries!
Editor of NSC



GERMAN NAZIS BRINGING
DOWN LENIN’S STATUE
DURING WWII. IS THE
PRESENT RUSSIAN
GOVERNMENT DOING
HITLER’S UNFINISHED
WORK?

THIS IS THE
OHLY AHSWER!

RUSSIAN WHISTLEBLOWER LAWYER WAS BEATEN TO
HEATH 4 YEANS AN AFTER EXPOSING TAM FRAUD AND

RNSIAN MN WNCT HINT WTBCTHNT BANKS
William Browder was a major
financial investor in Russia and
this expose was published in the
Toronto Star, March21, 2013

OLIVIA WARD
FOREIGN AFFAIRS REPORTER

In life, Sergei Magnitsky was a mod
est Moscow tax lawyer with a
dogged determination to track fi
nancial wrongdoers.
More than four years after his

death, he is part of a spiralling bank
ing crisis that has swept up Russian
money launderers, Cypriot citizens
and their increasingly desperate
government in a tornado that could
take down the tiny island state, and
suck in already wobbly countries in
the eurozbne.

• (Cyprus is struggling to stave off
bankruptcy with a €10-billion ($13-
billion US.) bailout that lenders in
sist must be tied to taxes on Cypriot
bank accounts — touching off fury
on the island and in Russia, whose
high-rollers use it as a tax hatven. Oi)
Wednesday, Cyprus pleaded for ar.
alternative loan from Moscow, so'
far without results.
•Some of Cyprus’s bailout woes
may be linked with Magnitsky’s
quest for. justice, said his ex-boss,
William Browder of Hermitage

. Capital Management, a former ma
jor investor in Russia, who hired
him' tcu?robe murky Russian tax
refunds inthe mid-2000s.

“Sergei discovered a huge Russian
tax fraud," Browder said in a. tele
phone interview. “He found that
$230 million was stolen from the
Russian government But we knew
there would be no accountability, so
we followed the money ourselves.”

Magnitsky said he" had found a
“web of corruption” spun by Rus
sian tax officials who allegedly mas
terminded the biggest Russian tax
heist of the century. .
With the help of international po

liceand journalists, he traced  J135
jiiilli^mlluSMier^fiinds >”^jnii-
^unbf jtwash  ̂through Cyprus.

But after blowing the whistle in
The Russian authorities in 200.8,
Magnitsky was himself arrested.
Jailed and died in custody in
November 2009 at the age of 37.

Documenta obtained by Browder
allegedly proved Magnitsky wa<
beaten to death in prison, as well as
denied treatment for a serious
medical condition. But Russia dis
missed the charges, and is instead
pursuing a rare posthumous case •
against Magnitsky, as well as Brow
der, for tax fraud. The trial is due to
begin March 22.
Browder’s lobbying efforts for

M.igjjitaky launched financial in
'vestigauons in several countries,
and the passage ofa US. bill to deny
travel and' investment- acceM' to
Russians accused ot involvement in
Magnitsky's death. Meanwhile, an
international campaign continued.'

“ We wrote to police and prosCcu-
. tors in all. jurisdictions alerting

them to the laundered money”
Browder said. ‘A number of them
opened criminal cases. Cyprus
steadfastly refused.”
He presented documents alleging

that five Cypriot banks had received
money from a Russian “criminal
gang” linked with high-ranking of-'
fidals in Russia’s spy agency and
interior ministry. In December, as
Cyprus was in bailout talks with its
European neighbours, it said it had
launched an investigation. ■

By that time, Browder had exterid-
ed his campaign to alert lawmakers
in the-Netherlands, Finland and
Europe’s economic powerhouse
■ Germany, that Cyprus had stone
walled on the case.

They wrote to their financial min
sters and it became a political
issue in Europe” he said.
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A report leaked to the German
weekly Der Spiegel by the foreign
intelligence service estimated that
Russians, including 80 oligarchs,
had deposited more than $26 bil
lion in Cvpriot banks: outpacing the
island s$23-billion GDP.
Suspicions of money-laundering

and criminal activity made Cy
prus's bailout more harrowing Eu
ropean lenders questioned why
they should rescue rich Russian tax i
evaders, and demanded that the •
pain be shared through a K)-per- i
cent tax on savings in Cypriot
hanks. On Tuesday, the island’s law
makers rejected the offer, and the.
government redoubled efforts for a
Russian loan. '
"Cyprus is a tax haven,” said De.’ i

Kar, lead economist for Global Fi
nancial Integrity in Washington
and a former IMF official. “Foreign
deposits in Cypriot banks are much .
larger than domestic ones. Two-
thirds are foreign and one-third
domestic’'

Kar, the co-author of a study of
illicit financial flows from Russia.
said that more than $211 billion has •
moved out of Russia since the hey- -
day oTwfld east” capitalism in1994. :

"That amount could be understat
ed,” he said. “But it’s difficult to tell

• how much went to Cyprus because.
. the system is so opaque.” At the .
high end, he suggested, it could have .
banked $100 billion in Russian
funds. Russia’s Regional Banking
Association says Russians hold
about $20 billion in deposits in Cy
prus. “This isn't just an abstract ho-

, tion of money laundering,” Brow
der saiid. “The Magnitsky case is a

1 real-life'example of something that
! everybody knows is going on. Ri^ht
now, the Europeans are going to

: open the bank records on the case,
so well see how it plays out”.
W<thfiiei from Star wire services .

APPHUTIIEADElSOf NSC!
We receive more and more 

articles written by readers, for which
we very thankful Many times we are
unable to publish them in full or the
photos that do accompany these
articles Decause they are too
lengthy. Please have your articles
much shorter because of space
available in each issue of NSC.

; Sincere apologies to our readers
1 and supporters of NSC.

IS PUTIN'S FOREIGN
POLICY NEUTRAL?

In a news dispatch by the Foreign
Ministry of Russia, it quotes
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei
Lavrov stating that “Unilateral
military activity around North Korea
could cause a situation that could
get out of control."

Mr. Lavrov also criticized the
latest steps taken by North Korea
and their military activities and
foreign statements and their nuclear
missile excesses. But here is the
dagger into North Korea trying to
defend itself against US Imperialism
and their puppet South Korea.

Lavrov said”- We are actively
supporting the UN Security Council
response to these provocative
actions of North Korea! "

The actions of the UN Security
Council (which includes Russia) are
just as guilty as US Imperialism for
he grave situation on the Korean
Peninsula.

US Imperialism is occupying
South Korea with its troops and
military bases for 50 yearsl This is a
cynical and dangerous statement by
Mr. Lavrov on behalf the Putin-
Medvedev twins.

; These Kremlin Twins have
allowed this year a NATO Base to
be established in Lenin's native
city of Ulyanovsk in Russia.

U.S. MAY LAUNCH A PRE-
I EMPTIVE STRIKE AGAINST

RUSSIA
Voice of Russia, Apr. 2, 2013
Interfax

Russian General Yuri
Baluyevsky, Chief of Staff warned
that NATO and US strategy is still 

i to launch a pre-emptive strike
i against Russia and China.
! “NATO-US expect that Russia and j
I China would respond with up •

100 missiles, not with 1,500 or
: 2,000. They are dreaming that they
; would be able to intercept the

whole bulk of a hundred missiles •
; and make themselves invulnerable
: after the first strike by Russia and

China”, said General Baluyevsky.
He added: Washington pours '

I over Ten Billion dollars per year
I into building up its global anti- i
I missile defenses.”i ____________________________ _—-

RUSSIA AND BELARUS
CELEBRATE UNITY DAY

i Moscow-April 2, 2013

thatThis Unity Day is a tradition
originated 17 years ago after an
agreement was signed of interstate
integration. This process of
integration is still not realized and
the policies of privatization,
capitalism or just masking their
intentions is not working as it
supposed to have started off in the
beginning.

Both President Putin and
President Lukashenko make grand
statements for the media and have
photo-ops for the press - but both
countries are capitalist and more
and more both have abandoned
any semblance of socialism or any
steps towards the resurrection of
the Soviet Union. Instead of any
small hint of socialism, both
countries are seeing a rapid growth
of nationalism.

The answer is for the many
parties and movements are to join
in a common struggle for real
unified struggle for socialism and
the resurrection of the USSR.

Opportunism, nationalism and
euro-communism lead to fascism.
Capitalist-nationalist unity does not
lead to UNITY
Mr. Putin and
Lukashenko.
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“ I KNOW THAT AFTER MY DEATH A PILE OF
RUBBISH WILL BE HEAPED UPON MY
GRAVE, BUT THE WIHD OF HISTORY WILL
SOONER OR LATER SWEEP IT AWAY
WITHOUT A TRACE”

It is for this reason that Stalin, more than any other
revolutionary leader of the proletariat is demonized
Stalin is not demonized for his political ideology, or for
any particularly strong verbiage against the ruling class
Rather, Stalin is demonized endlessly for his real
achievements for the working class.

Whatever criticisms can be raised of Stalin, from
whatever sector of the proletarian movement, it cannot
be disputed that Stalin's achievements in advancement
of socialism on a world scale are unprecedented. This is
the primary reason he is demonized in the modern
bourgeois press, all other reasons being secondary.

During the period when Staiin led the Soviet Union,
humanity moved toward communism in terms of
millennia. (1) Stalin led the construction of a socialist
economy; (2) he successfully divided the "united front' of
the imperialists against the USSR; (3) he rid the world of
fascism and brought down Japanese imperialism; (4) he
expanded the socialist camp from a single country to
encompassing one-thirds of the human race; and (5) he
also greatly expanded and aided the Black Liberation
movement in the United States.

These acts are unprecedented victories for the
proletariat, and also unprecedented defeats for the
bourgeoisie. No other leader has achieved so much in
terms of real human progress, in the words of Jesus
Christf if you can “know him by his fruits", Stalin
measures up as one of the greatest heroes among the
global working class movement, by all honest measures.

Whatever his limitations, his achievements stand far
above any other leader in history.

1. The Construction of a Socialist Economy
Prior to Stalin, the idea that the means of production
could be held in common resulting in the creation of vast
material abundance was only abstract theory. Marx
explained the efficiency of socialism and historical path
toward its achievement. Lenin led the 1917 Russian
Revolution, and forged the first working class state.

On Stalin’s 5 Great
Achievements and their
lessons for the Proletariat
By Arlen Tracey

In a society which is divided into hostile classes, the
views of these classes regarding history will be
contradictory. In modern capitalist society, the historical
views and analysis that present the interests of the
bourgeoisie prevail in popular media, public discourse,
and education. They are propagated at the expense of
those views that reflect the actual nature of reality and
thus serve the interests of the proletariat and human
progress.

However, it was not until 1928 that Lenin's economic
definition of Socialism, i.e. “Soviet power plus
electrification” became realized.

Stalin led the USSR in enacting the first “Five Year
Plan." This resulted in a great expansion of socialist
economic power; in reversing the continuing excesses of
the New Economic Policy; and creating a system with
91% of all economic activity under public control. With
the Five Year Plan, Stalin led the Soviet people in
building a mighty socialist fortress. Electricity, running
water, literacy, and food security was brought to the
people of the Soviet Union.

The collectivization of agriculture, despite the often
exaggerated hardship of its earliest years, resulted in an
end to starvation and hunger in the Soviet society. The
collective farm system that was forged was vastly
superior to any other agriculture model in history.
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in a 4ew shoe years after the first of the Five Year
P ans the Soviet Union was an industrial power on par
W‘tK tne United States and all other imperialists The
economic efficiency of socialism was proven With no
unemployment no labor power was wasted all soviet
-itizens ‘'om the smallest child to the oldest woman
contnbuted to the collective economic expansion with
every act of abor No surplus value was created from
their labor ano the tasks carried out were assigned
based on a central plan collectively drawn up

With no competing industries or services, no advertising
and none of capitalism s useless professions and none
of capitalism’s various wasteful necessities all efforts
we-e put towa'd the construction of a new world Medical
oare education and all the things never before achieved
n the dark days of the Russian prison house of nations
became reality in the USSR in a brief period of time

Women joined socialist construction alongside of men
The worlds largest hydro-electrical power plant was
built The world s most efficient system of tractor
production was created The Red Army expanded from
bemg a militia of muskets and country rifles to being the
force that drove the Wehrmacht from the earth.

Stann s -eadership of the USSR began with a peasant
economy of ox drawn plows and ended with spacecraft
■egendary military suoenontv. and a feplmn nf
unprincipled terror on the part of the ruling the classes of
this earth

The successful economic model of the Five Year Plan
was copied and repeated around the world. The
Chinese the Koreans the Cubans and the peoples of
Eastern Europe after their liberation repeated this
successful economic model of construction.

The mode! involves full employment broad discussion,
and centralized economic planning, it is the “command
economy’ so demonized and despised by capitalists and
revisionists. It has nothing in common with the various
mixed economy’ schemes of Tito and Deng Xiaoping. It

contains none of blunders involved in the "de-
Stalinization’ efforts of Khrushchev. Unlike all of these
horrific revisions of the socialist ideal, it was and is an
economically successful model.

The USSR collapsed after years of revisionist meddling
with this economic model. Khrushchev’s “virgin land
campaign”, the various, rightly named “de-Stalinization
efforts”, and ultimately the open suicide of “Perestroika,”
brought down, the powerful machine of Stalin’s genius
construction.

There is now no doubt that Socialism works as an
economic system. Stalin proved this by making it work.
Oniy due to historical falsification and mis-education can
anyone claim “Communism is a good idea, but fails in
practice."

There is no doubt a need to improve upon the model he
created, but the ideas purported by revisionists about the 
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necessity of market mechanisms or the need for a
combination of cooperative, private, and public
industries in a socialist society is not based in any
historical facts.

The Soviet economic experiment was repeated in
Democratic Korea, in Cuba, in China, and in Eash
Europe The construction of socialism has been a
success by each and every possible measure of societal
health

Even liars like Robert Conquest spend their thousands
of pages not trying to deny the economic miracle of
socialism but rather spreading rumors and testimonials
about political repression All honest analysis of Socialist
Construction shows it to be overwhelmingly successful.

2. Splitting the Imperialist Camp prior to the
Second World War

During the early 1930s, a slogan of the Communist
International was Stop Imperialist War." There was a
universal understanding among all of society, that the
war that was loominn would invnh/o ail tho
powers jointly attacking the Soviet Union, in order to
restore capitalism. Such a war had taken place
immediately following the 1917 seizure of power, and it
was expected to resume throughout the entire decade of
the 1930s, as the capitalist economy crashed and the
bailout” of war profits was yearned for.

The example of Stalin’s first great achievement in
socialist construction could not be tolerated by the world
bourgeoisie It proved before the entire world that there
was no need for the capitalist parasite class and their
existence was merely an impediment to human
progress.

The bourgeoisie was united in its hope to smash the
USSR. However, Stalin broke this unity, saving the
USSR from assured destruction, and unraveling several
links in the world capitalist empire in the process.

The German Fascist Adolph Hitler went to the Vatican
immediately after assuming power in 1933 and
requested a “holy crusade against Bolshevism." Hitlers
request expressed the wishes of both his fascist allies n
Spain and Italy, as well as his appeasers in Britain,
France, and the United States.

The brilliance of Stalin was his ability, between 1933 and
1939 when the war began, to divide the imperialism
camp. In doing so, when the Anti-Soviet war finally broxe
out, the United States and Britain were on the side of the
Soviet people against the fascists, and Soviet power was
only forced to defeat German, Japanese, and Italian
imperialism. This was itself a great difficulty, and if these
forces had combined with the British and U.S.
Imperialists, socialism might have been squashed

entirely.

However, the opposite occurred

Stalin learned from the tactics of the ruling class, who so
effectively learned to have Social-Democrats turn their 



guns on Communists, and Anarchists turn their guns on
both Communists and Social Democrats. The tactics
used by COINTELPRO against the Black Panther Party,
of dividing and creating false rivalries, were utilized by
Stalin against the competing capitalist imperialist
powers.

By 1939, an entire half of the world united front against
Communism," was convinced it was part of the world
united front against fascism," with pulls from all sides,
confusing it

The popular front, numerous calls for a "world
democratic coalition”, and finally the Molotov-Ribbentrop
Pact divided and confused the imperialist camp to no
end. By arranging for the imperialists to fight amongst

themselves, and not engage in joint anti-Soviet
aggression, Stalin was able to help ensure the victory of
the Soviet people in the Anti-Fascist war.

Stalin played upon the great weakness of the capitalist
economy, that being its fundamental divisive and
competitive nature. The monopoly capitalist bourgeoisie,
despite having united historical class interests, cannot
have joint short term economic interests. Between
sectors of the monopoly bourgeoisie there will always be
contradictory financial interests.

However, among the ranks of the proletariat, the
economic interest is fundamentally similar. Differences
among the proletarian movement are strategic only as
they struggle for the liberation of their class.

The popular front should not be confused with
revisionism. The Comintern’s popular front, engineered
by Dmitrov and Stalin, was a tactic for defending the
USSR. Revisionism is anti-proletarian ideology.

During the Cold War period, the Khruschevite
Revisionists openly surrendered to all imperialists. They
never had the diplomatic brilliance of sowing disunity
among the enemy camp. The Khrushchevites rather,
sowed disunity among the Socialist camp, by attacking
China and Albania, and embracing all-out class traitors
like Tito.

The Khruschevite Revisionists saw “socialism in one
country”, not as a great achievement and temporary
victory in a global working class seizure of power, but as
a permanent fixture which they expected the imperialists
to respect. The doctrine of “Peaceful Co-Existence",
despite sounding similar to the ideology proclaimed
during the popular front, lacks the Popular Front’s
temporality and strategic nature. Khruschevite
revisionism views capitalism as an eternal system, to be
"coexisted with" while socialist countries “peacefully
compete" with it in a "world market."

Such verbiage of poisonous treason and surrender to
the working class never entered Stalin’s political
vocabulary His treaties, negotiations, and agreements
with imperialism were always temporary.

3. The defeat of Hitlerite Fascism and
Japanese Imperialism

The Soviet Union, by all historical accounts, was the
decisive factor in the defeat of fascism and Japanese
Imperialism. The battle of Stalingrad is considered to
have been the turning point of the war in Europe. The
Red Army marched through Europe, liberating
"nncentration camps and executing Nazis.

Anti-Fascist resistance forces in France, Italy, Germany,
Romania. Yugoslavia, Albania, and elsewhere were
Communist led almost exclusively. The Communists of
China were the main forces in defeating Japan. All of
these global communist revolutionaries received
direction from Stalin and Communist Party of the Soviet
Union.

The brilliance of Stalin’s second achievement of dividing
the enemy camp was complimented by his ability to
unleash bravery and heroism on the part of the Soviet
people.

When Napoleon invaded Czarist Russia, it was the
winter that turned him back, while many peasants
greeted him as a liberator from the feudal aristocracy.

But when Hitler invaded the Soviet Union, purposely
seeking to avoid the Russian winter learning from
Napoleon’s error, he was driven backward. Every Soviet
person was a loyal soldier. There was no separation
between the people and the standing army, only a
united, working class together fighting a "great patriotic
war."

The only traitors in the Soviet Union were among the
bureaucracy and high ranks of the military. The much
hailed traitors who went over to the Nazis were not
workers, but well paid, non-ldeological officials who saw
that Nazi imperialists offered higher wages than did the
proletariat.

One wonders how horribly the Great Patriotic War would
have been, if figures like Bukharin who openly opposed
socialist construction as the “right opposition" and
aligned with the "American Exceptionalists” like Jay
Lovestone in the U.S., had remained high ranking party
members.

Such "anti-dogmatists" and “economic gradualists”, who
openly opposed Socialist construction, might very well
have been effective in bringing about much greater
treason on the part of the military and economic
bureaucracy in the USSR.

It was the Soviet working class and peasantry, and their
champion, “the man of steel" who won the war. A better
case for rectification campaigns and cultural revolutions
of future socialist countries could not be made. Stalin's
purges of disloyal “bloc of rights and trotskyites" within
the soviet government are likely what led to the victory
over fascism.

1 '
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Dunng K time of Stalin the countries where the
working iss held political power multiplied by great
number / t the time of Stalin s assuming the leadership

of the Communist Party only one country on earth was
ruled as a Dictatorship of the Proletariat However, at the
time of hts death 1/3 of the human race lived under
Socialism

Stahr s aid insights and support of Mao Zedong was
Key in tne victory of the Chinese Red Army.

The Red Army directed by Stalin, liberated Eastern
Europe from Nazism The Peoples Democracies soon
became Socialist states led by Marxist-Lenimsts whom
Stalin had trained

Kim II Sung received personal instruction and training
from Stalin and soon led Democratic Korea, driving the
U S troops from the northern half of the peninsula

In the Korean War. the Soviet Union, People s Korea,
Eastern Europe and China all joined together against
the U S imperialists Such united action on the part of
socianst governments is historically unknown. Only Tito's
Yugoslavia opposed this war for Korean Liberation and
Self-Determination

Since then no effort has ever commanded such a high
level of global unity. Such unity rendered McArthur's
threats of nuclear war completely flaccid. Socialist global
power was too strong.

1/3 of humanity lived under socialist governments,
directed by Marxist-Leninists parties. Africa awakened in
response, with an upsurge of anti-colonial revolts.
Vietnam soon began the drive toward re-unity.

Even a section of Germany, a foreign mighty imperialist
power, began the construction of Socialism as the
German Democratic Republic.”

How can the person who expanded Socialism from the
impoverished, Soviet republic of the "New Economic
Policy" to this level of strength be dismissed as anything
but a Communist of the greatest possible caliber?

5. Aid to the Black Liberation Struggle in the
U.S.

No world leader outside of the United States has played
as key a role in the Black Liberation struggle in the U.S.
as did Stalin. By making clear his unapologetic and
unrepentant anti-racism, Stalin turned the Soviet Union
into a key weapon against Jim Crow Apartheid.

The Soviet people had huge demonstrations in Red
Square for the Scottsboro Nine, a group of Black youth
falsely accused of rape who faced the death penalty.
The mother of one of the Scottsboro nine toured the
USSR exposing the horrors of Jim Crow and Lynching in
the U.S. South.

If it were not for Stalin, the Black Liberation movement in
the U.S. would be much weaker, and never have
achieved anything near what it has achieved today.
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If it were not for Stalin, China would never have had a
revolution and be a world economic power as it is today.

If it were not for Stalin, the Anti-Imperialist movements in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America would never have risen
to be so powerful.

If it were not for Stalin there would be no Congress of
Industrial Organizations in the United States, or Social
Security, or unemployment insurance.

If it were not for Stalin the social-democratic
governments of Europe would not have been forced to
grant concessions like National Healthcare or Free
University Education.

Stalin was a rare kind of individual who affects history
like no other.

The fact that so many modern Marxist-Leninists attack
and demonize him is a tragedy. If the modem
revolutionary movement wishes to advance and regain
the strength it had during Stalin’s time, we must
embrace, study, and learn from the man who got us
there.

So much about the man is unclear and unknown. Even
the smallest details about his life are relatively unknown,
frequently falsified, and unclear.

What is clear is that the man was Josef V. Stalin. The
world shook due to his endless achievements for all
downtrodden and oppressed people.

Stalin wrote extensively on the National Question, and
while he led the international communist movement, the
view of Black people in the U.S. as a Nation was
universally understood and upheld.

Leaflets circulated among southern workers, Black and
white, which spoke of the USSR as the “new north” and
Stalin as “the new Lincoln."

Share-croppers unions were forged, despite the refusal
of the American Federation of Labor to aid these historic
efforts.

South Carolina was in a state of Civil War as share
croppers battled Klansmen and the National
Guardsmen. Armed struggle rocked Gastonia.

Angelo Herndon, a Black youth, became the world
famous leader of Black Southern Communists in the
United States.

Paul Robeson spoke extensively of how the Soviet
Union was the great friend of Black people in the U.S.

The dream of a "Negro Soviet Republic” filled the lips of
Black freedom fighters, long before the “Republic of New
Afrika" was formed. The Communist Party embraced the
demand for right to independence in the Black Belt, with
land being provided to the descendents of slaves to hold
in common under a Communist government. This is the
dream that countless armed Black revolutionaries in the



United States died for in battles with the police and the
Ku Klux Klan.

The Communist Party in the U.S., while upholding and
practicing the political line Stalin put forward, was the
key anti racist organization of the time. It put forward the
political line of “Organize the South.” "Right to vote
clubs”, the League of Southern Youth, the National
Negro Congress and many other Communist-led anti
racist organizations pushed civil rights forward before
Martin Luther King was even born.

Even during the dark days of McCarthyism, when the
Communists in the U.S. were weak and isolated, Stalin
was key in aiding the Black liberation movement. The
lynching of Emmitt Till became known worldwide
because the Soviet Union, even after Stalin’s death,
projected it across the world, showing the ugly racism
that existed within the belly of U.S. Imperialism.

Long before Martin Luther King, and the other civil rights
leaders whom the U.S. history books have sanitized,
were figures like Harry Haywood, James Ford, Claudia
Jones, and Paul Robeson. All of them remain outside of
U.S. historical narratives because they were unrepentant
Marxist-Leninists, who saw Stalin as he was, a great
hero and friend of all oppressed people.

The National Negro Labor Congress, a long forgotten
revolutionary Black organization, was key in fighting for
integration in Northern industrial centers.

Over a decade after Stalin's death, in Detroit, when
Black Auto-Workers formed the Dodge Revolutionary
Union Movement (DRUM) they rightfully embraced
Stalin. His portrait hung in their offices, and they loudly
rejected the revisionist politics that dominated the USSR
beginning in 1956, as well as the Trotskyists and
Revisionism that dominated the U.S. left.

The Black Panther Party also embraced Stalin, rejecting
both Trotskyite and Khruschevite Revisionism. The
ideology of Lenin, Stalin, and Mao was on the lips of
Huey Newton, Eldridge Cleaver, and Bobby Seale as
they built the world historic organization which shook the
world.

Stalin’s program of winning liberation for the Black Belt
South was embraced by the Black Liberation Movement
long after his time. In every printed edition of “Final Call”,
the Nation of Islam proclaims their demand for a national
territory inspired by Stalin. Malcolm X's finest speeches
contain references to “the struggle for land.”

While Khrushchev sought to restrain the world revolution
with "peaceful co-existence”, the last speeches of Stalin
surged with enthusiasm for world Communist revolution.
The “Stalinists” in the United States were always the
closest friends of the Black Liberation movement. The
Trotskyists snubbed the Black Revolutionary movement
as "narrow nationalism" and “lumpenism." The
revisionists sought to subordinate the struggle of Black
people to the Democratic Party.

At anti-war rallies it was the Revolutionary Youth
Movement, the Weathermen and other Stalinists who
always raised support for the Black Panthers. When the-
Trotskyist thugs in the National Mobilization to En : a
War would try to confiscate pro-Black Liberation
Placards, the crowds would fight them off with makeshift
clubs while chanting “Every Chicken Needs A Pot! Every
Icepick Needs A Trot!”

Conclusion

There is not a person on this earth who is not personally
affected by Stalin's greatness.

If it were not for Stalin, fascism would have won the
Second World War.



INTERNATIONAL NEWS

ISRAEL S COMING CIVIL
WAR: HAREDI JEWS
MILITARIZED ZIONIST
STATE
Professor James Petras

; Israel is heading into a crisis of Jew
versus Jew confrontation, which will
have a major implications for its

I relations with the Palestinians, as
• well as its Arab neighbors.

Even before the forcible
1 imposition (founding) of the State of
! Israel, the Haredin Jews were
| opposed to Zionism. Today thy are
i staunchly opposed to the Zionist
* State for religious ethical and highly
' militarized State of Israel.

They oppose Israel's violent
cleansing of over 850,000

. Palestinians from their homeland
and the forcible expansion of

I settlers on Palestinian lands.
The Haredi Jews have reasons to

fear and loath the secular militarist
> Zionist State and its politicians. The
I Haredi Jews focus on building a
■ better life and they reject the racist

Zionist ideology. They struggle
: against militarism, money
j iaundering, financial speculation of
, the elite class, human body parts
’• trafficking and the real estate
’ swindles by the overseas Zionists
i engaged in procuring multi-billion
■ tribute from the US Treasury.

Facing the prospect of
• Zionist Israel losing future cannon
: fodder for its territorial expansion

and the Zionist’s frenzied attacks
on the. Haredin Jews who are

i against violence and serving in the
• military - the Haredin Jews will

engage in massive demonstrations
and disobedience.

It is one of the great ironies of
i history that the world anti-imperialist
j movement should find their most
• consequential allies among Israel’s
I most traditional and religious
I movement

FOR THERE TO BE A FUTURE
-IT MUST BE RED!

OBAMA S POLICY
PROVIDES POVERTY TO
THE U.S. MASSES
From Global Research

There can be no denying that
unprecedented number of American
people of all ages and creeds, are

; increasingly frustrated by the
Obama government and the
corporate financial machinations,
which keep them struggling to make
ends meet, while effectively
jeopardizing their long potential to
secure an adequate and fair
standard of living.

Obama's announcement last
month of further government
cutbacks (in the middle of American
job crisis, no less), puts millions of
Americans directly under the wheels
of an economic steamroller that is
being driven straight across the
most vulnerable sectors of
American society!

The working class knows' that
Wall Street markets are manipulated
by powerful figures to serve the
interests of the few elite, the same
figures who control and determine
the economic trends and direct them
in their favor - at the expense of the
broader American public.

COMMENT-
It's time for the American public to
wake up and realize that Obama
does NOT represent the majority of
the American people!

WHY THE SYRIAN PEOPLE
CUI THEM RATS
By ArabSouri

Colonel Gaddafi of Libya before
NATO invaded the county and
murdered him, called them rats
when they failed to do the complete
job themselves without US invasion.

In Syria, we all call these hired
mercenaries that are supported by
the West, RATS, because they live
underground sewer-like tunnels that
they built over the years for the
present battles. They did not

; suspect that the Syrian Government
: forces would discover all of these ■
' rodents terminate them in their own j
I sewers like rats that they are!

UN DEMANDS PROECITION OF
i BUSH-ERA CIA CRIMES
‘ cig news(5)leqitqov.orq

The US Government has not •
prosecuted any of its CIA agents for ■
human violations. On March 4, 2013 ■

■' a United Nations Investigator has ■.
demanded that the US Government j
publish the classified documents

' regarding the CIA's human rights !
violations under former President
George W. Bush, with the follow up
to be the prosecution of these
officials.

The program on CIA’s of rendition
and detention of suspected
"terrorists” have remained top secret
and classified documents. The UN
Investigator, Ben Emmerson, said
that these classified documents
protect the names of these CIA
individuals who are responsible for
some very horrific human rights
violations.

US GENERAL DEMANDS TO
KEEP 20,000 US TROOPS
IN AFGANISTAN ONWARDS
By Gopal Ratman -March 5, 2013

The General who heads the US
Central Command gave this candid
proposal to the US Congress. This
Marine Corps General James
Mattis, who is retiring this month.
told the US Senate Committee that
US mist have this larger US
presence in Afghanistan way after
2014, not what the US Defense
Department is proposing.

He also endorsed the NATO
proposal that the US-trained, and
supported 352,000 Afghan troops
should remain under US command
way after 2016.

General Mattis also told the
Pentagon that, “I am paid to take a
rather dim view on Iran and
Iranians.”

DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION ON
NSC? PLEASE WRTE!
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THESE PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN IN SYRIA DISPEL AU OF THE WESTERN LIES
THAT PEOPLE OF SYRIA DO NOT SUPPORT THEIR GOVERNMENT I

USA-EU-HONISTS SUP PORT. ARM ANO EUND THESE TERRORISTS!
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WALL STREET JOURNAL
EXPOSES THE ROLE OF CIA
IN SYRIA March 23, 2013

The US Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) has been feeding
information to the select rebel
fighters in Syria, in order to make
them more effective against the
Syrian Government troops. The
WSJ quoted former and present US
Government officials who stated that

■ under the present aim of
President Obama, the main aim and
funds sent is to strengthen the
effectiveness of these rebel fighters

; by all means possible
The CIA has also sent a large

contingent of officers to Turkey in
order expedite shipments of arms
and supplies to the rebels from all
the US Gulf Region allies.

AFGHANISTAN ACCUSSES U.S.
OF BEING IN COLLUSION
WITH THE TALIBAN

: Voice of Russia- March 11.2013
i
j The President of Afghanistan Karzai
* made very hard statements against
i the United States of America of
I ’’being in collusion with the Taliban -
i in fact-he charged that they are
' working with them in order to keep
i destabilizing the country, giving the
i proven record of destabilizing other
• countries in order to facilitate
| control over them. US has the aim

> to stay in Afghanistan for its geo-
i political reasons."

He also charged that Washington
■■ and the Taliban were in bed

together.
Another reason for US and the

• Taliban working together is to
guarantee the exploitation of the
pipelines delivering oil and gas to
the USA main financial backer -
China. The U.S. plan is to take care

; of Iran and Syria this will then
open up the oil and gas to flow al!
the way from and to China and on to
the Mediterranean and on to the
ravaged United States market

IMPERIALIASM = FASCISM

U.S. INSTALLED 2UINTECEPTOR MISSILE RADAR
BASE IN JAPAN From VOICE OF RUSSIA

This agreement was reached - signed in late February, 2013 between
President Obama and Japan s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. This Radar
Base is on the Kyogamisaki Base on the coast of the Sea of Japan. This
radar base will locate and track down any missiles that are launched
from North Korea Another Interceptor Radar Base is located in Aomori
Prefecture on the northern part of Honshu Island. These US Missiles
bases are also there to target China and Russia.

WHY IS PRESIDENT OBAMA BACKING Al QAEDA TERRORISTS
By Women's Rights Advocate

The Faculty of Architecture at the Damascus University in Syria, came
under attack on March 28, 20'13 by Western backed terrorists, resulting
in the death of 15 students and injuring scores upon scores of students
and staff.

This is not the first time these that these terrorists have attacked
educational facilities in Syria. They bragged to the Western press that
that is their aim and that they have received new weapons and they are
going to destroy more facilities in Damascus.

Obama and US arm these terrorists even Mr. Obama knows that they
are killing, raping and terrorizing the population. These are clearly cases
of war crimes that the US is conducting in Syria.

The students at these Universities - if they will live - they will certainly
make certain that all of these war criminals and their backer will be
prosecuted in the future as war criminals. 

REMEMDER THE "UNDERWEAR
BOMBER" SCARE IN THE U.S.?
http://www.leqitqov. orq

This supposed “terrorist" got the
Western media going overboard in
sensational reporting in all of the
Western media for months on end - 

that he had connections to al-Qaida
to attack a US-base jet and strike at
a high-profile US target - hiding a
sophisticated device which he hid
in his underwear.

Now the CIA admitted that this
“underwear bomber” was a paid
informer for the CIA.
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HOLLYWOOD AND CIA
SCREEN PROPAGANDA
From Global Research

One of the most pervasive trends
of the 21st Century western culture
has become an obsession in
America. Hollywood corporate
studios spend hundreds of million of
dollars in order to craft and precisely
tailor historical world events to suit
the present political paradigm in
Washington.

Foreign policy observers have
long known that Hollywood reflects
and. promotes the US Government
policies (in turn, this policy is
determined by Israel and its
supporters). This policy was made
public when Mrs. Michelle Obama
announced an Oscar win for “Argo"-
a highly propagandist anti-lran film.
Amidst the glitter and excitement,
Hollywood and the White House
reveal their pact and send out their
message in time for the upcoming
talks surrounding Iran's nuclear
program.

During the Cold War era, the
CIA’s Psychological strategy in
Hollywood was (an example in the
Paramount Studios) the CIA agent
Luigi Luraschi was a Paramount
Studios ’ • Executive Director who
secured the agreement of top
Paramount Directors, to include
Negroes Into films of s9ome "well
dressed Negroes" whose lines to
speak indicating that “he is free
man". The purpose of these
changes was “to hamper the
Soviet’s ability to exploit its enemy’s
poor record in race relations and to
create the impression of America,
which was at that time, still mired in
an era of racial segregation.

The interlocking of Hollywood and
the CIA remains as tight as ever
under President Obama. A case in
point is the following: "There's an
annual gathering at Idaho Sun
Valley, in which several hundred
biggest names in US Media and all
Hollywood Studio Directors convene
with the CIA top brass to discuss US
Media Strateqv for the coming year.

300 TONS OF CROATIAN
WEAPONS GIVEN TO THE
REBELS IN SYRIA
By Michael Opperskalski-from
Croatian Jutarnjeg newspaper

Croatia had received 75 cargo and i
passenger planes from Turkey and •
Jordan and from their they flew ;
3000 tons of Croatian weapons to :
the Syrian rebels. US had organized ;
this operation to support the |
terrorists. Lots of these weapons I
also came from the EU,

Weapons included the latest
recoilless guns - M60-grenade
launches RBG-6 - anti-tank grenade
launchers M79 and hand
launchers RPG-22.

Videos taken by the terrorists
show them displaying all these
weapons for Western Media.

PRESIDENT HUGO CHAVEZ
OF VENEZUALA DIED
com-news@yahooqroups.com
March 5, 2013

The Venezuelan Armed Forces will I
support the people, proclaimed i
Diego Molero, Minister of People’s
Power for the defense of Venezuela, i
The military are united with the
revolutionary ideals that the ■
Commander in Chief Hugo Rafael j
Chavez instilled in them.

The Venezuela Army will be |
deployed to safeguard the safety an ‘
peace of the people, as well as the I
Constitution of the Bolivarian 1
Republic of Venezuela, ready to '
give everything for their homeland

Molero assured the Venezuelan
Executive Vice President Niccias
Maduro that they can count on the
Bolivarian Revolutionary Armed
Forces to defend the country s
sovereignty.

STATEMENT ISSOED RY THE MARXIST
LENINIST CIMKINIST PARTY IF
VENEZRELA IN THE DEATH RF
CIMMANOANTl CHAVEZ

We express our grief and
solidarity at the physical loss of
Commandante President Hugo
Chavez Frias to all workers and
peasants. students women’s
organizations, revolutionary, anti
imperialist, socialist and Bolivarian
parties and organizations of the
masses.

We call on the working class, to
prepare to resist and defeat the
reactionaries who will not hesitate to
take advantage of this difficult time
to thwart through violent means the
gains and demands that we have
achieved under the leadership of
President Chavez.

The acts of sabotage, of hired
killers, the terrorism, food shortages,
propaganda of disinformation and
manipulation will intensify.

The death of President Chavez
must not mean the decline in
popular organization, but it must
serve as an impulse for future
struggles against the class enemy.
We must not believe in phony
condolences of the local right-wing,
which on dozen of occasions tried to
assassinate the Commandante.

The right-wing is evaluating
what actions to take now. It is no
coincidence that the Venezuelan
Government has expelled two US
Military Attaches for their
conspiratorial work.

We strongly call upon all ;
revolutionary elements to close ;
ranks against the capitalist and i
imperialist enemy.

If the pro-imperialist bourgeoisie ;
tries take advantage of this hard
time of grief of the masses, the :
people must respond forcefully and ;
apply revolutionary violence.

Socialism can only be built with the
worker-peasant alliance in Power :
and the people in arms!

GIVE NSC TH Ylll LICAL LIBRARY!
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ISRAEL NOW IS DE FACTO
MEMBER OF NATO
By Prof. Michael Chossudovsky

i
NATO Secretary General met '

. with President Shimon Peres of |
Israel on March 7, 2013 at NATO I

■ Headquarters in Brussels, to discus i
and agree on closer cooperation j
and focusing on counter-terrorism.

The following statement was .
adopted after it was signed to the :
world media:

Israel is an important partner in i
NATO alliance. The security of j
NATO is linked to the security of i

i Israel and the stability of the I
■ Mediterranean and the whole of the j
• Middle East region. Our (NATO) !
: alliance attaches great value to our i
■ political dialogue and our practical I
i cooperation. Israel is one of our {
; longest-standing partner countries, i
I We are faced with the same

■ strategic aims and challenges in the
■ Eastern Mediterranean. We see
; further opportunities for deepening
■ our already very closer political
I dialogue and practical cooperation
> for our mutual aims and benefits."

| MORE CIA LIES UPON LIES!
From Michael Opperskalskl

>

The US-backed terrorists in Syria
j used a photograph of a small child

from Pakistan who is shown
■ suffering to gain the world’s
i sympathy towards these US-backed
' terrorists that invaded Syria - as if
. they are there to save these

children from suffering because of j
the present Syrian regime, i
Meanwhile these US-CIA backed I

i terrorists are killing children both in I
Pakistan and in Syria. They all ‘
follow this charity organization that ■
is the CIA!

■ Where is the honesty of US- j
Western Media reporters? Or are ■
they there to just kiss a- ?

TOOURS0VETFWBBS:

ARISE YOU
MIGHTY LAND!

US DRONE ATTACKS
KILLED OVER 4.700 PEOPLE
Voice of Russia, February 2013

A United States Senator, Lindsey
Graham told the US media, that I
those victims are mostly civilians. I
This is the third time that this ,
Republican Senator spoke' of the j
US Drone attacks agreed to by
President Obama.

This figure was confirmed by the
London-based Bureau of
Investigative Journalism.

US has been using these remote
controlled Drones since 2004.

SYRIA DENOUNCES
ISRAEL IN EXPLOITING
OIL IN GOLAN HEIGHTS
com-news@yahooqroups.com

Syrian Foreign Minister
denounced the United Nations for
giving Israel concession to hire a
US company to explore oil in the
Golan. He charged that this is
illegal illegitimate and violation of
the existing agreements on the
Syrian territory occupied by Israel.

This is also another violation
the UN Resolution 497 that was
adopted by the UN Security
Council.

The National Youth of Syria
was one of the first organization
that condemned this illegal
action, calling it a new and
flagrant violation of international
law and regulations.

HUNGER STRIKE BY
GUANTANOMO PRISONERS IN
ITS 47"DAY
com-news&.YshooQroups.com,

This hunger strike by these
inmates against the undeserved
punishment at this controversial US
naval base in Guantanamo, on
Cuban territory, threatens to spread
to Washington in face of US
Government’s attempt to minimize
it The hunger protest began on
February 6 when six prisoners from
the so-called "Camp Six-Block .

Guntanomo Prison is on Cuban
territory was occupied by the US in
2001 and converted into a prison
for holding without a trial, anyone
that Washington deems a terrorist
suspect. There are over 170
prisoners there after they .were
captured abroad and in
Guantanamo prison all that time
without a trial.

This Centre is described by the
many International Humanitarian
Organizations as the present day
Concentration Camp, where many
forms of torture are applied to these
prisoners, such as solidarity
confinement with extreme
temperature or being tied in a fetal
position for over 24 hours and
denied any food.

These American prison guards
learned very well from the German
Nazi Guards in WWII Concentration
Camps!

JULIUS FUCIK STATUE
WAS UHVEILED IN
PRAGUE THIS YEAR

This statue to the well known
Czech Communist Hero was
unveiled this year in Prague at a
large dedicated ceremony. This
statue of Fucik was removed from
its honored place by the former
Czech Government in 1989.

Dr. Mirko Svoboda
Czech Slav Committee
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ACCORDING TO

5 ■.Im <.■
CALLS THINGS AS THEY ARE!

WHAT THE VATICAN
WOULD WANT YOU TO
FORGET ABOUT POPES
THAT HAVE GONE WILD
This is Just a small summary of
some debauchery, murder,
incest that was and is going in
the Vatican

POPE ALEXANDER -
Started the fist recorded crime
family in the Vatican-sired at least
four children, hosted sex orgies
within the walls of the Vatican. Had
incestuous relations with his
daughter, was involved in a few
choice assassinations - and
amassing a fortune of gold and
precious stones.

POPE STEPHEN VI-
The perpetrator of the most bizarre
events in papal history. After being
elected pope he had his
predecessor exhumed from his
grave - brought to papal court and
tried for various sins. The corpse
was found guilt; his 3 blessing
fingers were chopped off. He was
then reburied, and then dug up
again and thrown into the Tiber
River.

POPE JOHN XII -
He was born of a 14-year old
mother, sired by a man in the
Vatican who was both his father and
grandfather. He was only 18 when
he became Pope and was killed by
a jealous lover when he was 27
years old. He was accused but 

i forgiven of murdering several
people. He violated virgins and
widows alike.

POPE JOHN XXII-
He was the first pope to persecute
'witches". Although he was the
richest man in the entire world at
that time, he was not happy with his
life. He deemed that all the 'witches"
ad “heretics” could be used after

HARK HISTORY Ol-THE

Popes

death and that all of their land
should be seized by the Vatican.

POPE GREGORY XII-
He burned John Huss of Bohemia at
the stake after declaring his safety
from his fate. What was his crime?
He spoke openly against the Papal
corruption in the Vatican. The
Pope’s response was “When
dealing with heretics, the Pope is
not obliged to keep his word."

POPE PAUL JOHN II-
He was against birth control and he
was very week in criticism of the
pedophile Catholic priests in the
world - secret church swapping,

: hiding the records of accused
pedophile catholic priests. Obviously

i Pope John 11 thought that pedophilia
i is more forgivable than birth control.

I POPE BENEDICT XVI-
! Finally the world media exposed him

that he was part of the German Nazi
: Youth. He really wanted to be active
i in these young Nazis. Why not then

denounce the Nazis when he
’ became Pope? He was supposed to
> be closest to Godl

POPE FRANCIS -
The recently elected Pope was !
promoted by the world media as a .
Hollywood Star. He is now accused ■
of covering up during Junta reign of I
Argentina his complete silence on ;
the brutal dirty war against the '
people by the fascist military dictator j
of Argentina Jorge Videla.

I
The above Is a Just a very small j
expose of the goings-on by these I
so-called Popes that the Vatican •
promotes, hides the truth, and i
together with Imperialist media, j
promotes them as saints that are I
dedicated to god and practicing '
goodwill to humanityl

THE RISE OF THE
FOURTH REICH
THE SECRET SOCIETIES
THAT THREATEN TO TAKE
OVER AMERICA

The United States is indeed on the .
road to become the Fourth Reich,
the continuation of the philosophy of
"Nazi National Socialism" thought to
have been vanquished more than
half a century ago. Such a concept
may seem absurd to many people
who cannot see past the rose- j
colored spin, hype, and
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T»i»|SE
FOURTH
REICH

THE SECRET SOCIETIES THAT
THREATEN TO TAKE OVER AMERICA

MMna RUIE BY SECRECY

disinformation pored out daily by the
• corporate mass media, most of
1 which is owned by the same families

and corporations that supported and
j financed the Nazis before World
! War II.

Many uninformed Americans
i see this as neo ‘ neo-Nazism". But
i this is a misnomer. There is nothing
; "neo" or new, about this trend,
' Nazism ever died. The philosophies
i of fascism are alive and very active
j in the United States. Unfortunately
; younger Americans cannot
I understand the nuances of
. differences between fascism, US

corporate power, democracy, and a
; democratic republic.

While Allies in WW II defeated the
: Germans, we failed to defeat the
• Nazis. Corporations in the US, plus

the Vatican allowed many
; thousands of Nazis and war
; criminals to set themselves up in the
j USA, traveling on passports issued
i by the Vatican as well as under
■ previously classified project called

“Project Paperclip."
These Nazis and war criminals

I brought with them the Nazi ideology. I
. This ideology is based on the

Illuminati premise that the end
i justifies the means -which includes
; unprovoked wars of aggression and

curtailment of individual liberties.
This has gained sway in the US -
"the land of the free and the home i

; of the brave.” j
These Nazi criminals and their

: young proteges now, plus the loot :
20

that they grabbed from Europe
during WW II, started to create
corporate front companies in the
US, Spain, Portugal Sweden,
Turkey and Argentina. In
Switzerland they set up over one
hundred fronts -in this world banking
hub that continued to handle Nazi
money before, during and after the
end of World War II.

These run-away Nazi war
criminals utilized the stolen wealth
of Europe, wormed their way into
the top echelons of corporate
America, slowly buying up and
consolidating companies into giant
isn't multinational conglomerates
They met very little or no resistance
from US corporate leaders, who had
supported them in previous years
and they could not resist the
temptation of coming obscene
profits.

Or were they checked by US
Government or other US
corporations.
The corporate America and the US
Government, after the end of WW II
became very fearful of the
"communist threat". Corporate
America and these runaway Nazi
criminals soon became partners in
the new version of America - The
Rise of the Fourth Reich.

This great expose 436 paperback
book by the author became the best
seller on the new York Tines Best
Seller List.
www. harpercollins. com

I
FREEDOM TO AIL

POLITICAL PRISONERS

JEWISH SETTLERS INJURE
PALESTINIAN CHILDREN IN
WEST RANK

i Prensa Latina. April 1, 2013

Palestinian children who were
attacked by Jewish settlers in the
West Bank, are in hospital with
different types of injuries on their
bodies. Two buses full of children

; were returning from a school
i excursion on Sunday when they
■ were ambushed and stoned by the

Jewish immigrants who settled in
Nablus locality, West Bank.

The United Nations considers
I these Jewish settlements illegal.
: Seven children were seriously

injured by the stones and are in
hospital. They range in age from 7
to 11.

These attacks happen practically
every day by these Zionists - and
these attacks are always being
protected by the Israel Army - in
order to force the Palestinians into
an exodus from their lands.

SYRIAN PRESIDENT DECREED LAWS
FAR SEVERE PDNISNMENT FDR
KIDNAPPING RF CIVILIANS
com-news® yahooqroups. com

This decree of sever punishment
against those who commit these
crimes of kidnapping people, a
recurrent phenomenon by these US
supported foreign-armed groups
during the present conflict.

The kidnapping of Syrian and
foreign civilians is one of the
common practices of these
mercenary bands operating in the
country, with the aim of getting
money from the terrorized families
or the next of kin.

Journalists and foreign officials
have been and are victims of these
kidnappings. A journalist from
Ukraine, Anjar Kochneva - a case
in point - a demand was made for
$50 million dollars. She was one of
the lucky ones that managed to
escape her captors.

US-NATO-EU is the culprits that
are responsible for these crimes in
Syria and for the devastation and
killing of thousands of Syrian
people. Editor of NSC.



CAN YOU BELIEVE THIS?
EUROPEAN UNION OR GERMAN REICH?
From NEW ZEALAND HERALD - March 25, 2013

i This morning white listening to the
i news on CBC radio that there was a
• big demonstration by peopte in

Cyprus, where the government
(under pressure of EU) was going to

' pass legislation that Will, aliow it to
i go into private bank accounts and
• help itself to citizen's money in order
J to remedy the insolvent financial
! situation of Cyprus.

) also received a German article
i as an e-mail stating that the US
i intelligence agencies are about to

start watching the financial status of
every single US citizen (but not the
rich corporations).

Hey, if it works in Cyprus, it will
work everywhere. Do you know that
they.own every banknote anyway? If
you destroy paper currency you can
be charged for damaging
government property - similar to
your passport. “Your’ passport is the
property of your government, and
you are only privileged to use it until
they revoke that privilege.

Oh, and do you think that you
owe the land under your house?

You haven't seen nothing yet!

Mike Celik

TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF
US INVASION OF IRAQ
Global Research -March 31, 2013

In these days on this horrific
Tenth Anniversary of the illegal
invasion and near destruction of
Iraq, answers should be given not
alone for the thousands of deaths,
but to those Iraqis who are cancer
stricken, deformed, to their parents,
their siblings and to all Iraqis and to
all of humanity.

They were left with a land that Is
totally poisoned by the US depleted
uranium that were dropped by the
orders of President Bush and the
Pentagon. From 1991 US
Imperialism and NATO did
horrendous war crimes, especially
the bombing and devastation in the
city of Fallujah. There were
hundreds of charred bodies in the
streets and those that were half
eaten by the stray dogs.

Even some US correspondents
wrote that: " All forms of nature
were wiped out from the landscape
of Iraq. This is the crime of the



TRUTH IS THE TRUTH
Israel isn't Palestinian Gaza s only ■
adversary. Gaza s southern border j
remains largely under the control of
Egypt dreaded secret police, the
Mukhabarat which has links to the i
CIA and the insidious Israel s
Mossad.

THE EVIL EMPIRE
RAY O' LIGHT

As befits the Evil Empire - US
Imperialism, under Bush and now '

■ Obama have carried out this naked i
war of terror in Afghanistan.now

• unceasingly for well over a decade. I
as the USA the #1 terrorist, US
Imperialism is waging war not only

; on the peoples of the rest of the
world, but also on the masses of the |

i people in the USA, ,
Now US Imperialism, with an

| African-American commander-in-
chief, is ramming up its perpetual

: war machine in support of the
* French invasion and bombing of the

North West African country of Mali,
I one of the poorest countries on
| earth.

It would have been impossible for
France to invade Mali without US

; Imperialism 'leading from behind '.
■ Along with the wanton death and
: destruction by intense bombardment. |

The Unit Nations estimated that over
. 30,000 civilians were either killed -
! dislocated from their homes in the
: first week of the French occupation.

WHO GETS PAID OVER $7.6
; MILLONS PER TEAR ?

According to the Associated
Press news item on April 3, 2013,

: Queen Elizabeth II of Great Britain
1 gets this wage paid yearly, after the
. British Parliament passed the Bill.

Besides this yearly pay, Queen [
Elizabeth (according to Associated ;
Press report) has a very gigantic ’.
personal investment portfolio with i
high dividends coming in yearly into !•
her account

CAPITALISM CAUSES CRISIS!
UNITY AND SOCIALISM IS THE

ONLY ANSWER!

Also: From Euro-Communism to Present Opportunism
By Raul Martinez Turrero

1 Position of the KKE on Webb’s Platform and the
I Developments in the CPUSA

Response to Sam Webb’s “Main Report to the Communist
Party USA National Committee, November 17, 2012”
By James Thompson

Joining the International Communist Movement
in the fight against revisionism.

Send $4 for single issue or $20 for year’s subscription
(including postage to U.S. or Canada) to:
Ideological Fightback
P.O. Box 140434
Staten Island, NY 10314-0434
Check payable to Dr. Angelo D’Angelo, Treasurer

NEO-FASCISM ON THE
RISE IN HUNGARY AND
GREECE - TURNING THE TIDE

For twenty years the people of
Hungary are still waiting for the
capitalist prosperity they were
promised after Socialist Hungary
was no more. The right-wing party

KDNP received over 52.63% of the
votes - a two-thirds majority in the
Hungarian Parliament. Neo-Nazis

| are now in control.
In Greece, due to the horrific

I austerity program by EU-IMF-US
and the West, the Golden West
Neo-Nazis are growing, but the
Greek people are organizing and
protesting against this growing
fascist movement 
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MORAL DECODING 9-11-
GRAND PLAN FOR US-NATO
NEW WORLD ORDER
By Prof. John Me Murtry

2 was sceptical of the 9-11 event from the
first time I saw it on television. It was on
every major network within minutes. All
the guilty partieswere declared before any
evidence was shown.'Ihe first questions
of any criminal investigation were erased.
Who had the most compelling motives
for the event? Who had the means to turn
two central iconic buildings in New York
into a pile of steel and a cloud of dust in
seconds? [i]

Other questions soon arose in the
aftermath. Why was all the evidence at the
crime scenes removed or confiscated?

Who was behind the continuous false
information and non-stop repetition of
“foreign/Arab terrorists”when no proof
of guilt existed? Who was blocking all
independent inquiry?

Even 11 years on these questions are still
not answered.

But those immediately named guilty
without any forensic proof certainly
fitted the need for a plausible Enemy now
that the “threat of the Soviet Union”.and
“communist world rule” were dead. How
else could the billion-dollar-a-day military
be justified with no peace dividend amidst
a corporately hollowed-out U.S. economy
entering its long-term slide? While all the
media and most of the people asserted the
official 9-11 conspiracy theory as given
fact, not all did.

A Bay Street broker with whom I was
improbably discussing the event in Cuba
had no problem recognising the value
meaning. When I asked what he thought
about the official conspiracy theory, he was
frank:

“You can call it what you want, but America
needs a war to pull the people together and
expand into new resource rich areas. That
what it has always done from Mexico on.
And that is what it needs now". When I
wondered why none in the know said so,

I he smirked; “It would be impolite", adding,
I “It affects the entire future prosperity of
I America and the West", And all the deaths?
I “It had to be done -far less than it could
I have been”. The 19 Arabs with box-cutters
I reducing the World Trade Center buildings
| • to powder in a few seconds?He shrugged.

Thus everyone since 9-11 is prohibited
nail-clippers on planes to confirm the
absurd - including 15 of the I9alleged
hijackers being from Saudi Arabia and
several apparently still alive after crashing
the planes into the buildings.[ii]As for the
diabolical mastermind Osama bin Laden,
he is never linked by credible evidence to
the crime and never claims responsibility
for the strike since the videos of him are
fakes. “Ground Zero” is a double entendre.
All doubts are erased apriori.

Decoding the U.S. Theater of Wars and the
Moral Driver Behind

One already knew that suspension of
belief is the first act of fiction, and that
instant culture rules the U.S. One already
knew that monster technical events are
America’s stock in trade. And one already
knew the long history of false U.S. pretexts
for war - so well established that a young
strategic thinker a decade after 9-11
advises the right-wing Washington Policy
Institute on how to create a crisis by deadly
planned incident to make war on Iran - “it
is the traditional way of getting into war
for what is best in America’s interests”, [iii]

One further knew from past research that
the U.S.’s strategic leadership since 1945
had been Nazi-based in information and
connections and the dominant Central-
European figures articulating it ever after
across Democrat and Republican lineshave
a common cause. For over 40 years, Henry
Kissinger as Republican and Zbigniew
Brzezinski as Democrat have been
protdgtis of David Rockefeller, selected
as Trilateral Commission and Bilderberg
Group leaders, and capable of any mass-
homicidal plan to advance “U.S. interests”.
The banker-and-oil imperial line through
David Rockefeller as paradigm case goes
back to the Nazi period to John Foster
Dulles (an in-law) and his brother Allen
Dulles (OSS and then CIA Director), who
Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg
called “traitors" for their support of the

Nazi regime. 'Ihe Rockefeller Found.Hit.-n
funded and developed German eugenics
programs in the pre-war years, Standard
Oil supplied oil in collaboration with LG.
Farhcn.and so on.fivj

The supreme .moral goal and strategic
methods governing U.S. covert-state
performance have not only have been very
similar in moral principle, but have deeply
connected Rockefeller proteges Kissinger
and Brzezinski, and more deeply still the
theoretical godfather of U.S. covert state
policy, Leo Strauss, who was funded out of
Germany by David Rockefeller from the
start.

The inner logic of covert and not-so-
covert U.S. corporate world rule since
1945unified under Wall Street financial
management and transnational corporate
treaties for unhindered control of
commodities and money capital flows
across all borders is undeniable if seldom
tracked. This architecture of the grand
plan for a New World Order is evident in
both strategic policy and global political
and armed action over decades that have
seen the objectives increasingly fulfilled
with constructed deadly crises as pretexts
for war the standard technique, [v]
Behind them as first post-Nazi historical
turn lies the 1947 National Security
Act (NSA) which created the Central
Intelligence Agency (ClA)and explicitly
licensesdestruction of life, truth and other
societies as institutional methods.

The CIA is charged with designing,
planning and executing “propaganda,
economic war, direct preventive action,
sabotage, anti-sabotage, destruction,
subversion against hostile States, assistance
to clandestine liberation movements,
guerrilla murders, assistance to indigenous
groups opposed to the enemy countries
of the free world”. The linkage back to
Nazi methods and world-rule goal as the
highest moral objective is not just one of
corresponding ultimate principles and
strategic policy formation. It relied on Nazi
SS intelligence sources and means from
the beginning of the covert terror state, [vi]

There is no heinous means that is not
assumed as the highest morality by
this long-standing covert institutional
formation linking to the presidential office.
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It is an explicitly secret system involving at
least the Defense Department and the CIA,
the f ormer with many more operatives and
offices.

special Activities Diwsion (SAD) to
carry out NSA criminal operations, for
example, also confers the highest honors
awarded in recognition of distinguished
valor and excellence - as did the earlier SS
prototype in Germany. What people find
difficult to recognise is that these actions,
whether by the SAD or other system
operations,are conceived as the highest
duty, however life-system destructive and
mass murderous they are. All participants
are super patriots in their own view, as
were the Nazis. Contradiction between
declared and actual values, however, is
a central mode of the covert system. For
example, what can be considered a high
duty' in the perpetual U.S.“war on drugs”,
the most morally obligatory commitment
of the US. state,is at the same time a war
against and with other drug operations to
transport illegal hard drugs into the U.S.
itself, [vii]

We might see here a parallel between
foreign mass murder and domestic mass
murder in 9-11, with both regarded as high
patriotism in this supreme morality. In the
background of America’s Reichstag Fire
and likewise disclosing the unlimited geo
strategic action that can be operationalized
as necessary and good, the post-1945 U.S.
control of international sea-lanes made
the covert U.S. state the world’s dominant
narcotics controller so as to fund secret
criminal war actions from South-East Asia
to Latin America, entailing the addiction of
its own peoples.Jvni]This woeful method
has been long known by experts, but came
to be public knowledge in the Reagan-
state funding of the death-squad Contras
of Nicaragua as “the moral equal of our
Founding Fathers” (a tribute he is said
to have given later to the drug-running
warlords and jihadists of Afghanistan).

These moral contradictions seem
insane, but this is so only if one does not
comprehend the underlying supreme
morality of which they are all expressions.

Even U.S.-spon$ored death squads
torturing and killing tens of thousands of
poor people across Latin America before

2000 and their return as direct covert
U.S,-state method from Iraq to Syria after
9-11- called “the Salvador option”[ix] - is
regarded as necessary and obligatory to
“defend the Free Wot Id and our way of 1 ife”.
They entail ever more total U.S. world rule
and self-maximizing position by strategic
deduction from the supreme morality’s
first premises.

The covert nature of the mass-murderous
operationalization is never from moral
embarrassment. It is solely to ensure
effectiveness of execution against “soft”
and “uninformed” public opinion, to
terrorize people in situ from continued
resistance, and to annihilate its leadership
and community agency all the way down.
Throughout the deciding moments of
execution of the underlying supreme value
program, global corporate money demand
multiplication is always the ultimate value
driver -as may be tested by seeking any
covert U.S. action or overt war which
is not so regulated beneath saturating
propaganda of lawful intentions of peace
and freedom.

These lines of underlying moral
institution, policy, strategic plan, and
massive life destruction at every level are
indisputable facts of the covert and official
faces of the US. state, but are typically
not connected to the September 11,2001
attack. Since most people cannot believe
their own government or the “leader of the
free world” could execute such a sabotage
action as “9-11” in which thousands
of American themselves died, these
behavioral reminders forge the unifying
meaning.

Worse still occurred in the last“war”before
9-11. In the background providing
graphic example of how the covert U.S.
state apparatus is structured to attack
and murder U.S. citizens themselves to
strategically maximize implementation of
its supreme value program of transnational
corporate money sequences over all
barriers, there is the now known Operation
North woods. Very familiar to the 9-11
truth movement, but unpublicized since
its release under freedom of information
laws, this Department of Defense and Joint
Chiefs of Staff plan proposed that the CIA
and other operatives covert operatives
“undertake a range of atrocities” to be 

blamed on Cuba, to provide pretext for
Invasion.

Tnnocerit civilians were to be shot on
American streets; boats carrying refugees
fleeing Cuba were to be sunk on the high
seas; a wave of violent terrorism was to be
launched in Washington DC, Miami and
elsewhere. People would be framed for
bombings they did commit; planes would
be hijackcd”.[x]

All would be blamed on Castro the
Communist in place of bin Laden the
Islamicist, and invasion of desired resistant
territory would be achieved as a triumph
of American freedom and interests over its
enemies.

Operation Northwoods was not, however,
okayed by President Kennedy - perhaps
another reason for his assassination and
replacement by more pliant presidents to
represent “America’s interests” in accord
with the supreme morality. Underneath
the stolen election of George Bush Jr.in
contrast - whose family made its money,
in part, by serving the covert financial
requirements of the Nazi regime before
and during the 1939-45 War - was a
domestic and foreign administration
which would push further than any in
the past to advance “U.S. interests”to full
spectrum world’ rule. Its project included
reversing the Roosevelt New Deal and
the social state within the U.S. itself -
“an anomaly” as Bush Jr. expressed the
historical perspective and ethic at work.

This plan was more explicit in the
published Project for the New American
Century formed from 1997 on. It even
supplied the need for a 9-11 event in
its 2000 version, the year that Bush Jr.
was elected and the year before 9-11. To
indicate the “non-partisan” nature of the
planning, Democrat National security
Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski had already
hinted at the usefulness of a 9-11-style
domestic attack to move policy forward
in his 1998 book, The Grand Chessboard:
American Primacy and Its Geostrategic
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CANADIAN FRIENDS OF
SOVIET PEOPLE CELEBRATED

THE INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN'S DAY ON
MARCH 10-2013
FRIENDSHIP HOUSE,
TORONTO, CANADA

This International Women’s Day Celebration was well attended at t •
Friendship House in Toronto where the Carpathian Roon*; wails w>
decorated with photo exhibits of this world wide celebrated Women'
Day as well as photo exhibit and giving carnations to all women preser:1.
as well and laying of flowers in front of the portrait of Stalin.
commemorating the 60lh Anniversary of his death.

Michael Lucas introduced, Alexei Malkov who spoke on the
importance of this celebration and Mike Celik who outlined the history
and the different ways that celebrations took place under socialism and
the capitalism and the meaning and struggles that took place and are
taking place even now.

This was followed by a raffle of a painting by artist Michael Lucas.
Then Kosta Parousis entertained the crowd with songs and started to
dance enthusiastically.

Marina Korikov spoke about the 87th Birthday in this occasion of
Michael Lucas, Editor of NSC and Chairman of the International Council.

Buffet was served and many toasts were proposed on this special
occasion. After the Buffet, the Financial Secretary, Helen Lucas
appealed for donations to help the Canadian Friends of the Soviet
People to carry on the work.

Stojanka Radenovic read a poem she wrote that was dedicated to
this occasion and Katerina Kostic donated a book that she wrote to the
CFSP library.

Alexei Malkov, chairman of the Toronto Branch Informed everyone
that the CFSP will celebrate May Day-Victory Day on May 5 as well as
the Day of Belarus an Uzbekistan on May 26 of this year.

This was followed by songs and every one was invited into the offices
of the CFSP-NSC where discussions took place and a final toast was
drank on this occasion.

STTT.-'-i

People put carnations at portrait of Stalin on 60* Anniversary of his death
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Gian Piero Milanetti 

I am j
book !

Great .
these ;

Dear comrades:
Warmest greetings from distant

Poland , city of Wroclaw and from
the Czech Republic - and from the
beautiful 1,602 meters high Snezka
Mountain. I have many relations,
contacts and comrades in this
region between Poland and the
Czech Republic.

FROM WROCLAW
POLAND

Comradely yours
Professor Zbigniew Wiktor

FROM ISCHIA
ITALY

FROM VANCOUVER
CANADA

John Beeching
http;//www. weftucentral.org

FROM OLEGGIO
ITALY

Dear Michael:
I think that this would be of

interest to NSC. There was a news
jtem by WFFU about the CPRF
Congress in Moscow. Overall the
article was good, but I would
criticize is their- “restoration of

The political life on’ the Czech
Republic now is more to the left than
before. Communists are now in
Parliament and being effective and
getting more and more votes.

The new President of the

Dear friend Lucas.
It is with pleasure that

sending you a copy of this my
Soviet Airwomen of the

Patriotic War" dedicated to
heroic women who through their
courage helped the Soviet people
defeat the fascist hoards that
invaded the USSR

We appreciate the Northstar
Compass which always defends
Socialism and Lenin and Stalin.
Keep up the good work that you
comrades are doing.

We salute you!

capitalism’ that they had in their
document report. Who needs
restoration of capitalism in Russia ?

Only business! The people of the
world need a news system; this is
what the CPRF Congress should
have been discussing. Dialogue is
one of the best ways to arrive at the
truth. This is just one quote from
their report

“ The deep capitalist crisis in
Europe and the whole world, the
restoration of capitalism, the

i poverty, the large labour migration
; and the anti-union attacks against
i the achievements of the Russian

people, demand coordination and
i internationalist solidarity between
; our unions."

took the liberty of
it into Portuguese

_ _ and sending it to the
“Communidate Joseph Stalin in
Brazil. Tthis organization in Brazil is
a pro Stalin-Lenin that collects all
relevant material from all over the
world about the glorious days of the
Soviet Union. This material serves
to dispel all the lies invented by anti
communists and opportunists.

They have a very popular
Website in Portuguese that is read
and referred to in huge numbers -
their website can be referred to -
www.comunidadestalin.org . Your
message was immediately put on
their website under their website
banner - NORTHSTAR COMPASS -
and all the latest issues of NSC -
signed by “Mensagem de Michael
Lucas".

If the International Council and
•the Editorial Board of NSC decide to
publish NSC in Portuguese Edition,
you comrades can count on me to
help in this much needed venture.

Salute, and good luck with your
work.

Brotherly greetings
Claudio Buttinelli

Republic is as social democrat M.
Zeman and has the support of the
Communist Party of Bohemia and
Moravia. This has a posilve
influence in all of Central Europe -is
well as in Poland.

Dear comrades of NSC and
International Council, many good
wishes and many good results in
your noble work. Thank you for
sending me every issue of NSC
and publishing my article on China
in the last issue of NSC.

Dear comrade Lucas,
Thank you for your message on

behalf of NSC and the International
Council on the occasion of the 60th
Anniversary of Stalin's death. It was
very touching and so important; I
have sent it to Domenic Savio,
Secretary of our Communist Party,
after translating it into Italian.

I also
translating
language

1602 tn

excellent
these Soviet Hero

Fighter Pilots during the Great Patriotic
War against Genvan Nazism.
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APPEAL FROM NEPAL
WORKERS AND
PEASANTS PARTY

Dear Comrade Michael Lucas
First of, we would like to extend

our hearty greetings on the occasion
of Year 201 and hope for your
continued success in the long
struggle d ]for the restoration of the
USSR and Soviet Socialism. We
would also like to congratulate you
on your 87th Birthday and wish you
sound health and a long life. Your
contribution for the great cause of
Soviet Socialism and humankind will
gain new heights in days to come.

It is our great pleasure to mention
that we have regularly been reading
your Editorials and articles in NSC
and they help us to learn your
views and ideas on different world
issues. Our friendly exchanges of
ideas will surely enhance our
socialist movement and it has
been a reliable source of information
for the anti-imperialist forces of the
world. Northstar Compass has been
a great source of information for
the anti-imperialist forces of the
world.

Our young people and political
cadres are waiting to learn about
your life and struggles. So we would
like you to send us your life sketch
for our publication so that your long
journey and relentless struggle for i
Soviet Socialism will prove to be a
source on inspiration and
enthusiasm for them

The NSC still needs your able
leadership and experience, but you 

also need a little rest, so we suggest
that this is a good time to start
grooming a team of other comrades
to assist you in producing NSC
rather than electing a new Editor at
the moment.

It is with immense pleasure that
we inform you that Nepal Workers
and Peasants Party has celebrated
its39th Anniversary last January 23.
2013 throughout the Nepal Nation,
organizing rallies, discussion many
programs, cultural and sport events
with great enthusiasm, We d id
continue for many weeks. We hope
that that celebration proved an
opportunity to educate and
empower the workers and youth of
our country.

We know about the constant
contribution by the Friendship
House (SCRC) to the cause of
publishing NSC plus the help to the
Spanish NSC in Chile. We shall try
our best to contribute from our side.

The political situation in Nepal
cannot be termed good or stable,
nevertheless if the situation does
not deteriorate, Nepal can be an
ideal place to hold the next World
Congress in 2015! We would like
you and other comrades from
around the globe to give their
opinion on our proposal. Or their
could be a meeting of the
International Council Executive
could be held in Nepal?

We should also add that Nepal is
a mountainous country with its
capital city Kathamandu locate at an
altitude of 1400 meters. And the
Council meeting could also be held
at a Hill Station at 1900 meters. .
(Council Meeting can also he held in
the capital if that would of any
concern to the International
Council).

Thank you once again for
providing us insights on struggles
for justice-loving people from all
around the world, for truth and
sharing our voice with the world.

Sincerely yours
Narayan Man Bijukchhen (Rohit)

START FORMING A
FRIENDSHIP SOCIETV WITH

SOVIET PEOPLE IN YOUR
LOCALITY'

I_________________________

OBITUARY
! EUGENE FROUNSON
I .. - -............ - ... . .

He was born in 1956 in the city of
Kaluga. USSR and sadly passed
away on March 7, 2013 in Toronto.
Canada.

He was a well known musician in
the Russian community, performing
at different events and doing great
recordings with other musicians. He
was many times performing at the
Friendship House in Toronto and
active in the work of the Canadian
Friends of the Soviet People and its
many activities.

His wife Vera Pomarova wants to
thank all of his friends for their
support at this time of sadness.

The Canadian Friends of Soviet
People will miss his music and his
dedication to friendship between
Canada and the former Soviet
Union

FROM QUEBEC
CANADA
This letter was received by Daniel

■ Paquet, reader of NSC andnone of '
| the Cuban Five prisoners in the US.

i Dear Daniel:
I hope that you are well, and I !

, thank you for your recent letters and !
. enclosures I received plus the ‘
I newspaper clippings about the ,
’ Cuban Five.

All of us have been very busy as
j usual working on our appeals to the
; US Government I always try to find i
■ ‘.ime to send at least a note of

hanks to the friends that write to us.
Take care
Gerard :
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FROM MOSCOW
RUSSIA

Dear comrades-
Sincere greetings to all the ■

comrades of Canadian Friends of !
Soviet People Northstar Compass j
readers and members of the I
International Council for Friendship ■
and Solidarity with the Soviet •
People - in your noble struggle for :
Socialism and the victory of i
Communism'.
. I m sending you materials that I ;
sincerely hope you will be able to
utilize in the future in the pages of '
Northstar Compass.

j (1) Constitution of the All Union
Revolutionary Communist Party

; (ARCP) which at its 35th Congress
that separated it from the former
discredited CPSU
(2) A document that exposes the
present bourgeois neo-fascist
regime, which arrests scores of

j these very dedicated Marxists-
Leninists-Stalinists and holds them
in jail in such conditions as were
practiced by the German Gestapo

■ Fascists!
Much was written and published by

I our Soviet people and articles in
j NSC in defense of one of the
: political prisoners I.V. Gubkin. If

possible please publish our appeal
to the head of the correctional
facility in Vladivostok.

There are scores of other
comrades that are in jail for standing
up against Putin-Medvedev regime.
in Kazakhstan in the city of

Zhanvozen the police killed scores
of striking workers and jailed many
others In Ukraine six young
revolutionary comrades are in jail for
struggling against the present
Ukrainian regime.

Unfortunately due to the present
political-economic situation we are
not yet able to publish the Russian
Edition of NSC. But I am certain that
soon we shall overcome this
situation.

General Alexander Fomin
Union of Soviet Officers

FROM KREMNICA
SLOVAKIA

THE POPE LDEAD, LONG LH/E
THE POPE

Now the Catholic World is facing a
repetition of Gorbasmus of the
Eighties. The present ‘hot candidate’
for the new Vatican Pope and the
papal throne, is a man borne in
Czechoslovakia, in the city of
Litomerice, and was expelled after
WW II as A germ who cooperated
with the Nazis.

Since the election in the Czech
Republic did not elect
Schwarzenberg as President of the
Republic, the plan was to revoke the
former President Benes Decree -
here • comes the Church againl

The history of the previous Polish
Pope will be repeated in the

i Austrian colors. Want to bet on it?
Last week I watched local TV

program in many sequences about.
WW II and Goring. You could see
and feel their constant effort to clean
him of his crimes during WW II. We
are facing in the present media here
a complete revision of the WW II
historical results.

Another example of this trend was
an exhibition by the Slovak
Government in Bratislava about
the war crimes of the Polish, Czech

i and Slovak war crimes against the
l German population after WW II. But
! at this official government
j sponsored exhibition, there was not

a single word about millions of

TO STAMP COLLECTORS'
Stamps from all over the
world available. Pay the

mailing costs.

Slavic people who perished and
suffered under the Nazi German
occupation!

I am ending this with words
spoken by a man who died in the
Nazi Concentration camp:

PEOPLE BE VIGILANT!
Julius Fucik

FROM STALIN SOCIETY
PAKISTAN

Regards
Sara - Information Secretary.

NATIONALISM EVI
LEADS TO FASi

On behalf of the President and
team of the Stalin Society of
Pakistan I would like to extend our
heartiest regards to the Northstar
Compass for defending the
progressive legacy of the USSR and
its Marxist-Leninist leaders. The
Stalin Society of Pakistan would
also love to work with NSC and the
International Council, to strengthen
the International Anti-Imperialist
Struggle.

Keep up the aood work.
Many thanks to George Gruenthal

(Webmaster of NSC) for his quick
response.

GOTTA LOVE HIGH-TECH LIE
DETECTOR
A father buys a lie detector robot

that slaps you when you lie. He
decided to test it out on hid son at
supper time,
"Where were you last night?”
“I was at the Library".
The robot slaps the son.
"Ok I was at my friend’s house" the
son admits,
"Doing what? - asked the father.
“Watching a movie. A toy story".
The robot slaps the son.
“OK! it was a pom movie” cried the
son.
Father yells: “What? When I was
your age I didn’t know what porn
was!”
The robot slaps the father.
The Mother laughs and says:
"He certainly is your son!"
The robot slaps the Mother.
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OBITUARY
PEDRO CASTRO

Dear Michael Lucas and comrades;
I regret to inform you of the death

of our comrade Pedro Castro on
April 1, 2013 after a long illness. He
was born in Salvador, Bahia, Brazil
in 1934 and died at the age of 79.
He was a PHD Professor at the
Umversidade Federal Fluminense
of Rio de Janeiro. Castro was one
of thousands of Brazilian victims of
the military dictatorship that ruled
Brazil from 1964 to 1985. He was
arrested and tortured by the
Pretorian Guard” (the militaries).

In the last years of his life, Pedro
Castro devoted himself to the unity
of all the communist parties to
better develop the struggles against
al conservative, reactionary, rightist

; parties and forces.
As a true Communist he

dedicated his life for the liberation
of the working class and people
from the bondage of the capitalist
system.

Pedro Castro and I had the great
honor when we accepted your
invitation to take part as delegates
in the First Word Congress for
Friendship and Solidarity with the
Soviet People in Toronto, Canada
in 2001.

COMRADE PEDRO CASTRO,
PRESENTE! THE FIGHT GOES
ONIII
My best regards to all of you
comrades.

Giovanni G. Viera
Former Secretary General of the
Brazilian Institute of Socialist
Culture of
Rio de Janeiro -Brazil

DID YOU KNOW?

OVER 70,000 MERCENARIES
HAVE TRIED TO OVERTHROW
THE SYRIAN GOVERNMENT
h ttp://www. kominform. eu

These foreign US-backed and
funded mercenaries came from 30 j
countries. This includes at least
600 mercenaries from Europe.
According to the research study
done for the International Center for
Studies on Extremism at ihe Kings
College in London, England.
These foreign troops came from 14
countries - particularly from
France, Germany, UK, Belgium,
Denmark, The Netherlands, Spain,
Sweden, Kosovo, Finland, Bulgaria..
Austria and Albania.

All these foreign-trained, paid for
mercenaries were sent by US
Imperjalism-EU to Syria to try to
overthrow the democratically
elected and poular President
Bashar al-Assad.

SINCE U.S. INVASION -
ONE MILLION ME DEAD
FROM AFHGHAN HEROIN
From Voice of Russia - Apr. 3,2013

The utter and dismal failure of US
invasion and the occupation of
Afghanistan, was further
undermined at the UN Commission
on Narcotics and Drugs which met
on March 1, at its 56th Session.
Opium production, which was

| practically stopped in Afghanistan t
in 2001, before the US Invasion I
and occupation. Now Afghanistan ,
under American occupation, j
produces over 90% of the world j
supply of heroin.

Victor Ivanov of the Russian ■
I Federal Drug Control Service, who |
i spoke at this 56th Session, among
I many relevant facts, he said: 'Over
• 820 tons of heroin makes its way
! without any control problems from
I Afghanistan into Europe and
j Russia every single year! The
I biggest consumption of heroin is in
i the United States. “

And as long as there is this
uncontrolled trafficking, there will
be Trillions of illicit $$$ money to
fund the US expansionism, illegal
invasions and the endless "US
War on Terror.”

WORLD FAMOUS SCULPTURE
WORKER/PEASANT ERECTED

IN MOSCOW in 1935-1937
SCULPTOR V. MUHINA

This symbol of socialism united the
Soviet people into a mighty force
for struggle and progress. The
internal enemies in Russia want it
dismembered. But the hammer
and sickle will live on forever! j
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BACK TO THE FUTURE!

BACK TO THE

BACK TO THE FUTURE! BACK TO THE USSR!'

Canadian Friends of the Soviet People have a long history of struggling for
friendship and understanding between the two Northern Neighbors since
1918 when in Canada there was formed the “Hands Off Russia
Committee”. This was followed by the Canada-USSR Association - the
present Canadian Friends of the Soviet People and its monthly journal
NORTHSTAR COMPASS.

NSC is published now in - English Edition-Canada, French Edition-
Canada, Russian Edition, Moscow - Spanish Edition in Chile and Nepal
Edition in Nepal

Please send your payment to:
NORHSTAR COMPASS: 280 Queen St. W. Toronto, ON - Canada M5V 2A1

 

APPLICATION FOR NSC SUBSCRIPTION
I hereby request a subscription to Northstar Compass and am enclosing
cheque - money order - cash $25.00 to cover subscription for one year.
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